
              
 
   
 

 
Project Assignments: 
Roles of Students Maria 

Word description (1,500 words) 
 Maria, Stephanie, Lizette 

Sound Lizette  
Shot List Sara 

Storyboard All 
Shooting Plan Sara  

Overhead Sara 
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Lizette Piña 
CoProducer  

				Stephanie Mata 
        CoProducer 

Maria Manzanares Gurucharri 
Camera 

Sara Grab 
Director 



DESCRIPTION OF ROLES (Maria) 
 

Producers: Lizette & Stephanie 
They are both responsible for the administrative aspects of the filming. They figure out when the soundstage is 
available for the crew to film and at the same time they will exercise supervision of the production, making sure 
everything is in on time, we are up to date and we have all the raw material needed for the editor to put together the 
final piece. They also oversaw how the whole project is going to play out and made sure we each turned in our 
assignments.  
 
We decided this would be their perfect role because they are very schematic and organized, which are the ideal 
qualities for a job of this type. 
 
Director: Sara  
Having visual skills and being able to know how the final piece will look like before even shooting it is very important 
for this role and this is why Sara was chosen. She is the creative force and has carried out duties such as the shot 
composition and shot selection. 
 
Camera: Maria  
This role is somehow different than a normal camera as we are only going to shoot one day and one person. That day 
he will be the camera and also operate with all the equipment, plus working with the director to be making sure those 
are the shots planned. 
 
However, apart from that day she will also have to search and recollect the news clips, which will be one important 
part in this short film. 
 
Overall all the team will get together at the end and put the final piece as a group of editors. Not everyone has the skill 
in editing, however the presence of everyone will be required as ideas and overall thoughts will be able to be 
incorporated inside the film.  



 
Manifesto (Maria) 

Syrians feel as if they have been silenced for a very long time. It all began with a Revolution; that has been transformed to 

years of bombs, an immense amount of graves and Syrians that have stopped feeling part of their own country. With 

this video we are trying to mix both news headlines with poem verses that include the emotions of Syrian refugees. We have 

selected a powerful poem by Syrian activist Amal Kassir to represent the organic and aggravating emotions of many Syrians 

whoa are part of the Civil War in their country. We are going to film an artistic piece, of man and paint, to symbolize the 

adversity and hope of many Syrian refugees and use the contrast of news anchors and reporter to demonstrate the difference of 

the deliver of messages. Our purpose is to make a statement on how news can rip the audience apart from the realism and 

emotion that Syrians are suffering through and impact whoever views this film by showing the truth agony of the Syrian 

refugee crisis all through an artistic short film.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Cont. Manifesto 

Significance of the usage of:  
 
Poetry (Lizette) 
 
As a group we wanted to think out of the box and choose a topic that isn’t exclusively being talked about on the media. We hear and read 
stories in many news and journalist outlets about the outcomes of the Civil War occurring in Syria and the Syrian refugee crisis. We were 
intrigued by the idea of using poetry after we read a poem on the “Words without Borders” web page, the online magazine for 
international literature. We researched more on poems written by Syrian refugees and automatically liked the poem “Syria” by Amal 
Kassir. Kassir’s performance of the poem, with so much hope and emotion, was so captivating. It made us reflect that, in a sense, what we 
hear in the news rips out the emotion many Syrians might be going through in this time of adversity. Unlike news, it serves as firsthand 
information of what Syrian refugees are experiencing. 
 
There were various powerful poems to choose from, however, we felt like the content of ‘Syria’ was the best to explain the message we 
are trying to get across. The poem itself is very informative, similarly like news bit. It begins by dating back to what caused Syrians to 
leave their country. It exposes listeners to the gruesome tragedies that many Syrians have seen throughout the war in their homeland. It 
talks about the essential moments Syria has gone through to overthrow their corrupted regime. Its analogy with other historical events also 
adds to the idea of delivery of news and messages. It has very descriptive words, words that are not recognized to be said by news 
reporters or anchors. It is very bluntly said, unlike news media, where most news reports are staged and prepared to be appropriate for the 
audience. In a sense this poem takes that filter off and gives listeners a real life perspective of what Syrian refugees are feeling.  
 
News (Maria) 
 
News is all over the world. We are often bombarded with clips of events, broadcasts, and headlines covered in newspapers, magazine and 
online news articles. However, the population is still not 100% aware of what is happening in places like Syria. Often the news 
demonstrates Syrians in a light that is not necessarily accurate, changing the audiences’ idea of Syrians daily. Not only that, but also this 
topic is so often talked about that it just becomes one of those everyday new stories rather than an issue that is highly in need of attention. 
Very few newscasts give Syrians the opportunity to speak about how they fully feel about their situation. Not exactly is it the new 
station’s fault but the way the news show is formatted levels no room for them to express their emotions. We want to present this idea by 
constructing a short film of news clips, poetry reading and an artistic visual to get a sense of the contrast of news and poems about Syria.  



Recently, in class we read in read about bloggers and journalists, and with this project we are trying to coerce both. Bring the accuracy 
and the thoroughness of a journalist with the personal experiences of the refugees that actually express and show how they are actually 
living the experience and to demonstrate their emotions and opinions about it. The refugees feel as if they were collapsing and that’s why 
we chose to use news clips flashing in and out of the screen, as if bombarding the population, and then insert the video of a man where the 
paint flows down to show how so much information at once without explanation confuses people and omits the organic emotion of the 
Syrians in regard to the destruction of their home country. 
 
News Clip Selection (Maria) 
 
Two of the videos will be footage from a video called “Syrian Civil War 2015 - Heavy Firefights During Fighting In The Battle For 
Aleppo” and “Syrian Civil War – Compilation of Graphic Intense Footage”. These videos shows how the fight for the city is still 
happening and it has been happening for that past five years, but worst of all is that there seems to be no sight of an end to it. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vyy420kSkC4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqn9rfGBcAc 
 
This second video, “Battle for Aleppo: A turning point on Syria’s civil war?” shows more images of how the refugees are trying to leave 
and how the war continues but they don’t show how the people are actually feeling or what they think about having to leave their own 
country. Pointing out, we will only use the first minute of this video because after that the news turns into a debate. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoS36SBAZu4 
 
We also thought that the news reporter delivering the message of how a camerawoman tripped a refugee when they were all running away 
is very useful, as it proves how some people don’t really care about the Syrians. We are not trying to say that everyone is the same, the 
only thing we are trying to do with this is to alert the population and make them be more aware. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgSyjPFLWQM 
 
We will only be using selective clips of each video in order to follow the emotion and flow of the poem as well as demonstrating the 
contrast of news and poetry.  
 
Art (Maria) 
 
Being a Syrian refugee is very complicated but only those who have actually gone live through it can explain what it’s like.  What we 
know is that people have been tortured and most of them have lost their homes. However, a lot of refugees hope, arises from artistic 



expression. There have been various researches done regarding the refugees and many of it has proven that art helps them liberate and 
express themselves saying what the government restricts them from expressing in one way or another. 
 
This is not the case for news anchors or reporters; in which is why we use poetry to deliver the actual emotion many Syrian refugees are 
experiencing.  
We chose an artistic aspect rather than a documentary because art has demonstrated to be therapeutic to many Syrian refugees. Many 
countries throughout the world that have received Syrian refugees such as Spain or France have created projects to use art as a tool to 
communicate their stories. Right now there are 7 projects in France that through photography, painting, film or one of the many other 
mediums available they express their creativity. There is also a Spanish nongovernmental organization called “Global Humanitarian” that 
recently held for Syrian Refugees that lived at the Bader Medical Center in Amman, an art therapy workshop. This workshop helped give 
the refugees an opportunity for self-expression and a way to deal with the trauma that they have been dealing with all this time. 
 
With our project we intend to show all of this, using art, specifically, poetry, an aesthetic film piece of paint flowing through a body. We 
want to prove that we shouldn’t only listen to the news, but the poetry of Syrians who speak about their experiences. 
 
Poetry flows and has a set rhythm and beat, therefore we chose this type of art to be able to join it to our news clips and this way have a 
more coerced piece. All type of Syrians such as doctors, writers, mothers, activists and the Syrians who are abroad use this to show 
they’re suffering through syllables and beats. An Arab American poet and literature professor at the University of Arkansas once said that 
“Poetry is a witness” and that’s what we are trying to do, use the poetry to show what the people see through their words. 
 
Paint Scene (Stephanie) 
 
Apart from the auditory elements of our project, we wanted to portray emotion through a visual aspect that wouldn’t deprive the poem 
itself.  The movement of the human body can be used to convey a string set of emotions, feelings, and moods. We plan to achieve this 
using the dancer that has volunteered to be in our project, Ricky. We will give him a chance to hear the poem, gain a rough idea of how he 
plans to express the poem, but the team will be there to make any proper suggestions to insure that the Syrian poem is made organic 
through visuals. The use of the paint will not only help convey emotion but capture the attention of the audience, which is critical. I f the 
audience`s attention is not captured and held throughout then the message of the campaign is lost. 

It is a combination of contemporary use of art with the paint and the interpretive dancing. The dancer doesn’t have any dialogue because 
although our dancer is not of Syrian origin his “anonymous” character allows the speaker to be the highlight of the video. The words will 
pop out with the dramatic movements created along with the pint to symbolize an explosion of emotion. We want to use the paint not only 
to symbolize the climax of the video but to show how the personal story of the Syrian has overcome second hand resources such as the 



media specifically the news clips that fight to interrupt to poem. Along with the increase in audio the paint will build up the emotion that 
we aim to make the audience feel. Although the poem itself holds a powerful story the visuals will move the audience to feel instead of 
just feel numb because of the daily media taken in by our modern society. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Cast Member  

 
 
     
 
 

  
              Ricky Carmen-Lead 



Sound (Lizette) 
In our film it is really important to take note of the sounds that are used to create this aesthetic, artistic, and powerful 
visual of Syrian refugees’ perspective on the Syrian Civil War in comparison to what is portrayed in the news about it. 
With deep consideration, we have chosen three features to evoke the emotional, chaotic, aggravating, yet powerful 
and hopeful mood that is common in the literacy constructed by many Syrian refugees. 
 

The entire soundtrack is composed of three essential features: 
*The human voice 
*Sound effects 
*Volume 

 
These three tracks are mixed and balanced to produce the delivery of the topic of the crisis of Syrian refugees and to 
display the dynamics of news media, a secondary source of the information, and poetry, a firsthand source. Topics, 
which essentially refer to the three previously mentioned tracks, are discussed below. They include poetry reading, the 
sound of generic news flashes heard on television, and a blend of different volume levels. 

 
THE HUMAN VOICE: 
Poetry Reading 
 
As a Syrian activist, Amal Kassir has various genuine, powerful and organic 
emotions about what is going on in Syria. We are using the reading of her poem 
“Syria” to evoke those same emotions. 
Additionally, the context adds to the mood 
we are trying to set for our film; 
aggravating, chaotic yet filled with hope. 

Her voice will be running in the background sound of the whole film along with 
a mix of news flashes cut from actually footage that was broadcasted on 
television. Her voice will fit the film piece in where the performer will be 
demonstrating physiognomy and gestures to visually portray the emotion in her 



voice. The poem will match the performer as the emotion the poem delivers matches his movements. The performers 
will be followed with by the up and down beats of her voice creating a ripple of power and distress. The viewer sees 
not an actor working at his craft, but Syrian refugees struggling through a crisis. It is interesting to note that the poetry 
symbolizes people speaking about first hand tragic experiences.   
 
                                            
News Headlines 

The voice of news anchors and reporters, on the other hand, presents the 
deadpan delivery of news on the crisis of Syrian refugees.  Through the 
reading of the poem, we will be inserting clips in where new anchors and 
reporters are speaking about the same things the poet is speaking about. This 
use of voice underscores not only the contrast of news and poetry but also the 
lack of emotion delivered by newscasters. At this point the audience realizes 
the difference on how these messages are delivered. The audience is caught up 

in the emotion evoked from the poem.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



SOUND EFFECT: 
Blending of News and Poetry  
In our film, the contrast of news and poetry will be projected. As we let the poem play we will we will add news clips 
throughout the way to cast an overwhelming emotion. The blend will evoke the realism of the film and also help to 
create an emotional and artistic atmosphere. His blend of news and poetry presents chaos and aggravation.  
 
VOLUME:  
Changing Levels 
The volume change is used to add emotion and rhythm to our film. With an increase in volume it will help to 
exaggerate the information and emotion we don’t get from the news. With keeping the volume at a moderate 
level it serves to show that although the delivery of the message may not evoke the same emotions, they still 
speak about the same topic. Such sounds are included so as to provide an appropriate emotional appeal, and 
they may also add to the realism of the film.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Selected Poem 

 Syria -Amal Kassir  
1st voice: In 1971 Assad rule changed Syria’s democracy into a dictatorship, for 41 years over 80 thousand people have been 
murdered, more than 20 thousand imprisoned, kidnapped or missing, this poem is for those who have not yet fallen. 
 
2nd voice: Limbs of what was once my family lying my arms, my throat was stolen, my blood screams seven generations 
tortured, lord send angel Azrael to guard the souls, let them know that they are still living and let the living hear the anthem of 
something. I know my people are here even though I cannot see my people I can hear, my people. 
 
Both voices: We are speaking as one, the tyrant inside of me is ravenous, 41 year old rotten hands bedazzled with rings of oil 
drums and gems of blood, grinding at my veins I tried to keep my mouth shut up but my tongue didn’t have anymore room for 
scars in the shape of my teeth, March 2011, we have been reborn a social infinite screaming let us live we will speak until our 
throats are raw until all of Syria is in the news the dates would read like obituaries. 
 
1st voice: April 2011 Syrians tanks began an 11 day Sihject era, July 31st 140 dead, December 10th 2010 dead, May 25th 107 
dead, June 9th 76 dead, May 29th 2012, 5,000 people protest Amar. 
 
Both: You can shoot blinds, push, stab, rape, bomb, break me, I will not fall. Stalin, McCarthy, Hiroshima me, I will not fall, 
live Shakkapella, sweat shop me, refugee water board, appest me text boat capture deucing me, You will try to crack my ribs 
shot gun, but the bending of my knees belongs to my lord, lord allow Haites to light a fire in my chest on days you didn’t ignite 
the sun, when nails are torn from bloody hands, when mother is ripped from child, father from son, when the last the mask is 
ripped of all her colors, when I am left clutching out, the last Marash of a broken land, I cannot fall, I will not fall. 
 
2nd voice: There will be a time when we can eat together, when we will build homes out of abandon tanks, pieces of rusted 
recoil, we will sip the cups made of old grenades of green are only worn by nature. There will be a time when the fences choose 
to sit with us instead of standing between us. 

 
 
 

 



“Speak Up Syria”  
   Shot List (Sara) 
 

Scene  Sho
t 

Type Description Done? 

Eg. 1 1.1 MS An example shot. ❏	
1 1 EST Man lying star fished on the ground eyes closed ❏	
1 2 CU Man opens eyes ❏	
1 3 MS Man stairs blankly into the space ❏	
1 4 LS Mans body convolutes looks as if dead ❏	
1 5 CU Hands clenching throat  ❏	
1 6 ECU Hands clenching Throat paint dripping ❏	
1 7 LS Body moves up and down convoluting again ❏	
1 8 MS Head jerks back and forth ❏	
1 9 CU Eyes going back and forth ❏	
1 10 LS Man tries to stand up but slips and falls to the 

ground 
❏	

1 11 MS on all fours tries to stand but falls ❏	
1 12 CU Hands pushing him up  ❏	
1 13 ECU Fingers clenched ❏	
1 14 LS Man gets up but falls to the ground ❏	
1 15 MS Man screaming ❏	
1 16 CU Mouth open and screaming/head shaking ❏	
 17 MS Man tries to get up again  ❏	
1 18 LA Man finally gets up  ❏	
1 19 LS Man covers ears and hunches over  ❏	
1 20 MS Face looks in pain  ❏	
1 21 MCU Hands beating on chest ❏	
1 22 CU Beating chest ❏	
1 23 LS Man does back flip and lands it  ❏	



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 24 CU Feet on ground  ❏	
1 25 MS Man looks up into the sky ❏	
1 26 LA Man looking up  ❏	
1 27 HA Man looking up red paint drips down his face ❏	
1 28 CU Red paint dripping down face ❏	
1 29 ECU Red Paint Falling down lips  ❏	
1 30 MS Paint falling down body dripping slowly ❏	
1 31 LS Man begins to dance ❏	
1 32 MS more red paint falls down body ❏	
1 33 CU  Face is covered in red paint as he screams  ❏	
1 34 LS Man starts to dance while red paint flies 

everywhere 
❏	

1 35 MS Red paint flying  ❏	

1 36 LS Green paint starts to fall down man as he 
continues to dance 

❏	

1 37 CU Eyes open ❏	



Story Board (Sara) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Overhead (Sara) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



SHOOTING PLAN  
 
 
Friday 26th Feb 
Location: SOUND STAGE 
Time: 10 am – 2pm 
Cast: Ricky Carmen 
Props: Paint 
Camera 70D canon  
 
Monday 29th Feb 
Location: SOUND STAGE 
Time: 1 pm-3pm  
Cast: Ricky Carmen 
Props: Paint 
Camera 70D canon  
 


